Vocabulary Builder Activity The Judicial Branch Answers - wakeru.me
chapter 8 judicial branch vocabulary flashcards quizlet - a ruling that is used as the basis for a judicial decision in a later
similar case court of appeals the federal court that hears only cases appealed from the lower district courts or from federal
regulatory agencies, chapter 8 vocabulary judicial branch flashcards quizlet - chapter 8 vocabulary judicial branch
vocabulary for chapter 8 study play jurisdiction the authority of a court to hear and decide a case exclusive jurisdiction the
authority for only the federal court to hear and decide a case concurrent jurisdiction, a content vocabulary
southwoodmiddleschool org - a content vocabulary directions match the content vocabulary words to their definitions by
filling in the letter of the definition next to the word 1 jurisdiction 2 exclusive jurisdiction 3 concurrent jurisdiction 4 original
jurisdiction 5 appellate jurisdiction 6 ruling 7 opinion 8 precedent 9 litigant 10 tenure 11 subpoena 12 judicial review 13,
unit6 keywords glendale guhsdaz org - judicial branch vocabulary key words 1 jurisdiction the power of a court to try and
decide a case 2 exclusive jurisdiction power of the federal courts alone to hear certain cases 3 plaintiff in civil law the party
who brings a suit or some other legal action against another the, federal court system vocabulary activity 11 answers federal court system vocabulary activity 11 answers download, why it matters chester county intermediate unit - and
judicial branches share the responsibility of governing the nation the different levels of federal courts each deal with a
different caseload ensuring all citizens receive a speedy trial or day in court section 3 the supreme court the judicial branch
is charged with interpreting the law the supreme court s decisions have wide ranging, name date class vocabulary builder
activity copy rrigh - vocabulary builder cont 8 the marble columns in greek temples are designed in a distinctive form that
is known as the classical 9 if you walk home in the dark even when you are afraid you walk home your fears 10, a content
vocabulary monroecti org - vocabulary builder activity netw rks name class date a content vocabulary directions use the
words below to complete each content vocabulary phrase some words will be used more than once branch college
federalist sovereignty convention checks compromise separation, the executive branch southwood middle school effects that executive privilege could have on the proper carriage of justice 3 specifically the court referred to the tapes nixon
withheld generally it means that people won t have faith in the judicial system if important evidence is unfairly suppressed 4
due process in criminal justice is more important than executive privilege 5
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